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Risk Agoras: Using Dialetial Argumentation toDebate RiskPeter MBurney and Simon ParsonsDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of LiverpoolLiverpool L69 7ZF United KingdomfP.J.MBurney,S.D.Parsonsg�s.liv.a.ukMay 9, 2000AbstratPubli poliy debates about the risks of new tehnologies and substanesoften hinge on statistial tests of sienti� hypotheses. Suh tests havethe appearane of mehanisti rules but in fat require subjetive judge-ment and interpretation. Partiular interpretations developed originallyfor experiments in agriultural researh after WW I have beome aeptedas standard sienti� pratie aross the soial and biomedial sienes.Among other aws, these standards ignore the onsequenes of potentialerrors of statistial inferene, onsequenes whih may be uneven in theirdistribution, impats and durations. To begin to redress this situation,the authors propose the use of a form of Dialetial Argumentation, suhas Habermas's Disourse Ethis, to frame debate over errors of statistialinferene in areas of environmental and health risk. If applied, suh aframework ould enable wider and more e�etive demorati partiipa-tion in risk debates and better understanding by non-experts of the issuesinvolved. Suh understanding in turn ould lead to greater appreiation ofthe extent of subjetive interpretation and judgment involved in sienti�assessments of risk.1 IntrodutionModern soiety is �lled with risks. New tehnologies and substanes have thepotential to ause adverse and unintended e�ets, on people, on other livingspeies, and on our environment, and these e�ets are inreasingly global insale. Beause of suh risks, most hemials and many innovations requireGovernment regulatory approvals before they an be sold to the publi. Theseapprovals typially require the ondut of one or more sienti� experiments, toassess impat on users or those likely to be exposed to the innovation. Even when



no regulatory approvals are required, or when the approval proess does notrequire a program of sienti� assessment, publi pressure may lead to ompaniesand Governments being fored to undertake experiments to assess impats, asis the ase urrently with assessment of the possibility of a link between the useof ellular mobile telephones and brain aners.1To non-statistiians, the statistial proedures used to assess sienti� hy-potheses may appear to be objetive and deterministi. This objetivity may bea delusion, as the adoption of a standard proedure may be masking prior sub-jetive hoies and interpretations. This is ertainly the ase with the standardproedures used for statistial hypothesis testing, a methodology underpinningalmost every sienti� assessment of the impat of new tehnologies and sub-stanes. This artile ommenes therefore in Setion 2 with an outline of thestandard approah to hypothesis testing, and we present what we onsider itsmajor aws in the domain of environmental risk assessment. These are wellknown to statistiians, where the debate over hypothesis testing methodologiesthroughout this entury has been �ere, but less-well known to others. In Se-tion 3 we present an approah to debate about issues of risk whih aims torespond to these aws, using a form of dialetial argumentation. Setion 4onludes with a disussion of our ongoing work whih aims to implement theseideas.The primary objetive of this paper is to identify the subjetive omponentin the standard proedure used for testing sienti� hypotheses in the domainof risk assessment, and to propose an alternative, qualitative, approah. Ourpresentation is aimed at a general audiene and we try to avoid tehnial details.It is important to note that we are not attempting here an overall review ofgeneral quantitative risk assessment proedures in the environmental domain,proedures whih have been the subjet of muh reent debate and ritiism.2Nor is our purpose a disussion of issues relating to the publi ommuniationof risk or the resolution of onits, although these too are important topisand our proposals ould have some bearing on them. Instead, we are seeking tomake expliit the full extent of subjetive interpretation and judgment involvedin just one ruial omponent of the sienti� assessment of risk.2 Statistial InfereneInformal tests of hypotheses date bak almost 300 years [27℄. Over the lastseventy years, a standard formal methodology has developed for the ondut1Suh links are urrently under investigation in both Britain and the US, although thephones have been sold ommerially for 15 years [41℄.2For example: \All attempts to establish risk yardstiks, suh as probability estimates,threshold values and alulations of osts, founder, as far as late industrial risks are onerned,on the inommensurability of hazards and the problem of the subjetive assessment of theprobability of ourrene." [26℄, ited in [4, p.36℄. An Amerian riti, Mark Eliot Shere,onluded a detailed review of U.S. Government risk assessment proedures in the USA withthe words: \This artile posits that quantitative risk assessment is so unreliable that theresults are meaningless." [44, p.480℄. 2



of experiments involving samples from a larger population, known as statistialhypothesis testing. Beause it is generally impossible to undertake tests on allpotential members of an animal or human population, experiments are under-taken on a representative sample of the population, and statistial inferene isused to derive onlusions about the population from the sample results.While there are several approahes to hypothesis testing,3 most sientists usesome form of the theory developed by Jerzy Neyman and Egon Pearson in thedeade from 1928 [31, 6℄. This starts with an hypothesis, the null hypothesis,whih we test against an alternative. Typially, the null hypothesis is preiselyspei�ed, and asserts that the treatment being studied has no e�ets. TheNeyman-Pearson approah onstruts a value, alled a test statisti, from thesample and ompares this to a set of standard values. Depending on the value ofthe test statisti, we onlude either in favour of the null hypothesis (we \aept"it) or in favour of the alternative hypothesis (we \rejet" the null hypothesis).In this struture, there are two generi types of errors possible when inferringfrom sample to population. Type I error ours when, based on the sampleevidene, we wrongly rejet the null hypothesis (i.e. when it is atually true inthe population). Type II error ours when we wrongly aept it (i.e. whenit is atually false). The probabilities of these errors ourring are typiallydenoted by � and �, respetively. Under ertain assumptions, and for a givensample size, it an be shown that � and � are inversely related: dereasing� an only be ahieved at the expense of inreasing �. We an only dereaseboth probabilities simultaneously by inreasing the sample size. Hene, it hasbeome ustomary to �x � at a ertain level (say, 5% or 1%) and then use thatstatistial test proedure whih minimises �. The tests taught in text-booksand ommonly used in the bio-medial and soial sienes are those establishedby statistiians as the best (in this sense), given ertain assumptions about theunderlying population distribution and the proess used to generate the sample.In any partiular ase, the level of � may be well above the 5%-level pre-seletedfor �.Formal hypothesis testing was �rst applied in agriultural experiments fornew rop varieties and treatments, experiments undertaken subsequent to thefamines whih followed World War I [21℄. An Amerian statistiian, AbrahamWald, in applying it to manufaturing problems, realised that this approahignored the onsequenes of the errors. Aordingly, he developed a deisiontheory whih seleted the \best" statistial test not only on the basis of � and�, but also informed by the losses antiipated from eah type of error [50℄. Indeiding whether to aept or rejet produts oming o� a manufaturing as-sembly line, for example, we an ompare the osts of ompensating ustomersfor defetive items wrongly aepted (and then sold) with the osts of wronglyrejeting non-defetive items (and then having to replae or repair them). Upperbounds for diret osts in both ases an generally be estimated for manufa-turing appliations.In bio-medial and environmental domains, however, it is usually diÆult3And statistiians still argue the relative merits of eah approah. See, for example: [43℄.3



to quantify the onsequenes of inferene errors. A new hemial substane,for instane, wrongly found to be safe and then used, may impat millionsof people. Also, the full onsequenes may only be evident many years afterexposure, as appears to be the ase with BSE-CJD [51℄. How does one quantifythe subsequent misery or loss of life? Conversely, the same hemial wronglyfound to be unsafe, and so never sold, may ause �nanial losses to the ompanywhih undertook the initial researh. These losses an be large, given the ostsof pharmaeutial researh. Moreover, not using the hemial, when it would besafe to do so, may adversely impat those who ould bene�t from its use; thesepeople too may number in their millions and their (unrelieved) misery may alsobe great. Again, how an suh onsequenes be quanti�ed?Moreover, as Talbot Page noted in 1978 [32℄, and as this generi exampleillustrates, the onsequenes of the errors may be asymmetri. Di�erent peoplemay su�er under eah type of error, and, indeed, some people may even gain (e.g.ompetitors to the ompany developing a hemial wrongly refused approval).The onsequenes also ommonly manifest asymmetries in their relative timings,durations and degrees, all of whih may be hard to estimate. Even envisioningthe possible onsequenes may be diÆult. For instane, although Thalidomidewas tested on animal and human subjets before being sold ommerially, noneof the tests involved pregnant subjets [46℄, presumably beause no one thoughtto do so.As mentioned above, the standard approah to statistial hypothesis testingin areas of publi poliy ignores any onsideration of the onsequenes of infer-ene errors. Ignoring them in this way e�etively treats the onsequenes of eahtype of error as equal, whih may or may not be valid or desirable. Whetherdesirable or not in any partiular ase, this is a deision for soiety as a wholeto take, informed by the views of those potentially impated. It should not bea deision solely for sientists to make or, worse, a deision made by default asa result of a standard testing proedure applied unthinkingly.Apart from Page's artile, we know of no publi disussion of the issue of theonsequenes of inferene errors.4 However, other questions arising from the useof the standard Neyman-Pearson approah in the bio-medial and soial sieneshave been raised for some time [2, 30℄. One serious aw is the mehanisti useof the threshold values for � (typially at 5% or 1%) while ignoring the valueof �. As mentioned above, formal hypothesis testing theory was developed inassoiation with agriultural experiments following WWI. Typially, a new ropvariety was developed and tested to see if it resulted in higher yields than didexisting varieties. Setting the null hypothesis to be the hypothesis of equality ofyields from the two varieties meant that a Type I error would have resulted in4In 1980, the �rst author worked on the design of a statistial study to assess the impatsof exposure to ertain herbiides, where he argued unsuessfully for the onsequenes ofinferene errors to inform the study design. Other than Page, the only published disussion weknow is an artile whih uses a maximum-expeted-utility formulation of the hypothesis testingdeision to argue that the proess is inherently subjetive in environmental risk domains[47℄. Current work by philosopher Deborah Mayo on meta-rules for hypothesis testing in riskassessment is related [28℄. 4



the release of the new variety onto the market when in fat it was no better thanthe existing variety. A Type II error would have resulted in not releasing it whenin fat it was an improvement. In these irumstanes, it was generally thoughtpreferable to wrongly forego a new improved rop variety (Type II error) thanto wrongly deploy a new variety o�ering no improvement (Type I error). Henethe probability � was set at a spei� low level (5% or 1%) and � minimised(through hoie of test), rather than the other way round.This struture is not neessarily appropriate for other domains, even with-out detailed artiulation of the onsequenes of inferene errors. Suppose, forinstane, we were testing the arinogeniity of some new hemial, and we setthe null hypothesis to be that the hemial has no arinogeni e�ets versusan alternative hypothesis that it does. Here, the Type I error would result ina onlusion of arinogeniity when this was not in fat the ase, while theType II error would see a onlusion of no arinogeniity when in fat this wasthe ase. Arguably, the general onsequenes of a Type II error here are moreserious than for a Type I error, whih should lead to a test proedure whih�xed the value of � at a low level and aimed to then minimise �.5Moreover, ignoring these issues an lead to a high risks of erroneous on-lusions being drawn from the testing proess. For instane, one study re-examined 71 randomised-ontrol medial therapy trials, where eah had on-luded in favour of a null hypothesis of no e�et, i.e. eah reported a \negative"sienti� �nding about the respetive medial therapy under onsideration [13℄.This study found that, due to the small sample sizes used, no fewer than 67 ofthe 71 trials had a � value of greater than 10% when the alternative hypothesiswas that the treatment under study was 25% more e�etive than the ontrol.In other words, in these 67 studies, even if the treatment being tested was 25%more e�etive than the ontrol treatment, there was a greater than 10% hanethat the hypothesis testing proedure would not detet suh a di�erene.Beause of issues suh as these, many sientists and statistiians have arguedfor the use of p-values rather than hypothesis tests in published reports [40℄, andmany journals now require these. With this approah, the sienti� researherdoes not onlude either in favour or against the null hypothesis, but insteadmerely reports the probability that a value of the test statisti equal to or moreextreme than the one obtained from the sample would have been observed if thenull hypothesis were really true. Thus, the smaller the p-value, the less likely itwould be the ase that the null hypothesis ould generate that partiular teststatisti value obtained from the sample.6This approah avoids the sienti� researher having to hoose between om-peting hypotheses using a possibly-inappropriate test proedure. Publi poliymakers do not have the same luxury. Ultimately, poliy deisions need to bemade, and, in the risk domain, these will hinge on the aeptane or rejetionof sienti� hypotheses [16, 39℄. The primary danger is that the statistial testsof hypotheses are applied using the standard approah in a mehanisti fashion5Of ourse, this would be the result were one to reverse the null and alternative hypotheses,but standard pratie is to make the null hypothesis the hypothesis of no e�et.6Although the use of p-values is also not unontroversial. See, for example: [15℄.5



(e.g. using a 5% aeptane vs. rejetion threshold for p-values), and withoutregard to the subjetive judgments inherent in this standard approah.3 Dialetial ArgumentationFaed with the diÆulties of quantitative risk assessment, onsideration in re-ent years has turned to qualitative approahes, partiularly using methodsdeveloped over the last 25 years in Arti�ial Intelligene.7 Leading these de-velopments has been the team under John Fox at the Advaned ComputationLaboratory of the Imperial Caner Researh Fund (ICRF), in London.8One approah adopted there has been the use of argumentation to reasonabout the possible risks of a substane or a ourse of ation [9, 10, 24, 25,34℄. Using a generi model �rst proposed by the philosopher Stephen Toulminto represent an argument [49℄, this approah formalises onepts suh as anargument's premises, its fore, rebuttals, et, and then develops an algebraialulus for argument manipulation [11, 35℄. One formalised, argumentationan then be deployed in intelligent omputer systems designed to undertakeautonomous reasoning about some knowledge domain. For example, intelligentsystems now exist for prediting the risks of: pestiide toxiity [5℄; hemialarinogeniity [48℄; food hemial toxiity [23℄; and breast aner [8℄. Theseomputer systems are intended to assist human deision-makers, rather than toreplae them, by ollating, larifying and aggregating the arguments relevant toa partiular deision.These systems have generally used argumentation as if from the perspe-tive of an omnisient observer, rationally omparing ases for and against alaim, and ombining these to produe a single, oherent argument. But si-ene poliy debates are usually ontentious, with di�erent partiipants havingdi�erent interests, values, and preferenes, and even di�erent modes of reasoning[17, 22, 53℄. For example, a reent researh projet in Britain sought expliitlyto identify the riteria whih di�erent groups of people believed to be impor-tant in any risk assessment of Genetially-Modi�ed Organisms (GMOs) [45℄. Arelated branh of philosophy, dialetial argumentation, has sought to developframeworks for the ondut of debates on ontentious issues between reasonable,onsenting partiipants [3, 12, 38℄.One inuential framework for dialetial argumentation has been that pro-posed by the German philosopher, J�urgen Habermas [18℄. Originally seekingto understand how ethial norms ould be agreed between di�erent people, andbuilding on Toulmin's work, Habermas proposed a framework in whih onsent-ing members of a ommunity an engage in a ivil disourse. A key feature7For example, a reent U.S. onferene organised by the Soiety for Risk Analysis had thetitle \Unertainty: Its Nature, Analytial Treatment and Interpretation," and inluded on-tributions from researhers in arti�ial intelligene, philosophy and statistis, as well as seniorGovernment risk assessors and poliy-makers. (See: http://www.ramas.om/feb1011.htm.)For an introdution to qualitative reasoning, see: [33℄.8The seond author is a Visiting Researh Fellow at the ICRF.6



of a disourse is that eah proponent presents his or her assertions to an au-diene. An audiene needs to be persuaded, and listeners may withhold theiragreement to the laims being advaned. Indeed members of an audiene mayadvane ounter-laims of their own, or rebuttals or underutting arguments,or may question the premises or the modes of inferene used by a proponent.Habermas sought to identify formal and agreed rules under whih suh debateould our in a ivil manner and so that all reasonable partiipants would feelsatis�ed with the ondut of the debate, even when they disagreed with theonlusions reahed. Examples of the types of rules he proposed were: \Dif-ferent speakers may not use the same expression with di�erent meanings" and\Everyone is allowed to question any assertion whatever."Habermas applied his framework to debate in politis, law and the soialsienes [19, 20℄ and others have applied it to sienti� disourses (e.g. [37℄).We have reently proposed the use of dialetial argumentation for intelligentsystems whih an reason about laims of hemial arinogeniity when evi-dene soures onit, and have taken initial steps to its formalization [29℄. Ourformalization revolves around the notion of an \agora,"9 a formal mathematialstruture in whih arguments an be onstruted, ompared and ombined, andtheir aeptability assessed. We believe there is potential for the use of a similarapproah, a risk agora, as a normative framework for debates about the risksof new substanes and tehnologies. We feel that this would be partiularlyuseful for debates regarding the potential onsequenes of errors of statistialinferene. With appropriate modi�ation for this arena, the risk agora ouldenable the eluidation and artiulation of onsequenes of alternative ourses ofation, and thereby better enable their omparison.What sort of rules would be ontained in a risk agora? Table 1 below presentsan indiative list. Many of these rules will require further modi�ation for therisk domain. For example, the framework needs to desribe preisely the types oflaims permitted. These will inlude: laims that something is a potential haz-ard; laims about a potential onsequene of a previously-laimed hazard or aninferene error; laims about the inidene (who su�ers or gains) of a previously-laimed onsequene; and laims about the duration of a onsequene. Develop-ment of a full and omprehensive list of proposed rules, together with ompleteexplanation and justi�ation, is a major undertaking, and is one aspet of ourongoing work.Table 1: Indiative List of Rules for The Risk Agora: A Frameworkfor Debate about Risk� Rules as to who may partiipate, when, in what guise.{ For example: independent expert, orporation, lay-person, poliy-maker.{ Identifying roles against partiipants will better enable others to as-sess their ontributions.9From the Greek for \meeting plae." 7



� Rules as to withdrawal from the debate (who, when, how).� General rules as to the form that partiipation may take, e.g.{ Everyone must speak/write in English{ New tehnial terms must be aompanied by a de�nition{ Everyone must use agreed de�nitions of terms.� Spei� rules about the \moves" eah partiipant may make, e.g.{ Assertion of a de�nition{ Assertion of a laim{ Assertion of a value or a preferene{ Assertion of an open-question{ Assertion of a researh agenda (e.g. to resolve an open question){ Presentation of an argument and premises for a laim{ Query for information{ Query for argument for a laim{ Challenge to a de�nition{ Challenge to laim (If reasons are required for a hallenge, this wouldbe a rebuttal.){ Challenge to a sub-ordinate laim (i.e. If with reasons, then thiswould be an underut.){ Challenge to a mode of reasoning used in an argument{ Challenge to a premise used in an argument{ Aeptane of a laim, et{ Retration of a laim, et.� Rules for what moves may follow what others, when.� Rules for aggregation, onsolidation, resolution, et of arguments.� Rules for ending the debate.We see a number of bene�ts from adoption of the risk agora. Foremostamong these is that it would provide a rigorous framework for identifying theonsequenes of potentially risky deisions, somewhat analogous to an Environ-mental Impat Statement whih some ountries (e.g. Australia) now require tobe undertaken before any major hange to the physial environment. Beausethe agora would fore proponents in a debate to speify the detailed assumptionsand the exat modes of reasoning that they use, the preise di�erenes betweenontending theories will be exposed along with any weaknesses in the modes of8



reasoning used.10 This will, in turn, inrease the transpareny of publi poliydeision making, so that all the arguments for and against are presented; thismay also help to failitate resolution.11 In addition we hope that it will providea means to widen the knowledge soures used in sienti� debate, inluding in-orporation of lay (non-sienti�) knowledge. As a result we believe that theapproah has the potential to aid and broaden demorati partiipation in de-bates about environmental and health risk, something we see as ruial. Wynne[53℄ has argued that lay people often have spei� loal knowledge whih sien-tists | in their rush to generalise and standardise knowledge | often ignore attheir peril, and we agree with him that it is important to inorporate suh knowl-edge into the deision-making proess. In this respet, the risk agora approahmay help to dethrone siene from its modern-day pedestal of rationalisti andobjetive perfetion, where the piture it presents to the non-sienti� world isone we might all \sienti� realism" (after the term \soialist realism," fromart ritiism) | an idealised and false depition of sienti� researh reality.124 DisussionAs engineers, our interest in this area is in developing intelligent omputer sys-tems whih an support human deision-making in omplex domains. In thease of the potential risks assoiated with new tehnologies and substanes, thedeisions involved are publi poliy ones rather than orporate or personal de-isions. Even so, we believe those involved in the deision an bene�t fromthe support of intelligent systems. Hene, one an e�etive risk agora has beenformalised, we intend to embody it in just suh an intelligent omputer system.As an example of the possibilities of this approah, the U.S. Government is ur-rently developing a similar intelligent system to assist national defene ageniesmanage global seurity rises [42℄. This system, alled GENOA, will seek topredit geopolitial risks and then support the operations of the inter-agenyteams of national seurity personnel tasked with risis management. It is impor-tant to reognise that no suh system should, or indeed ould, replae humandeision-makers, but will only at to support them.We believe that an intelligent system that embodies a risk agora would havemany of the advantages antiipated for GENOA. Suh a system would failitatelarity in debates about risk, ensuring that disputants were lear about eahother's premises, arguments, ounter-arguments, and modes of inferene. Also,the system would be able to keep trak of the omplexity of the domain in whihthe debate was taking plae more e�etively than ould the human partiipants.For example, in assessing risk of arinogeniity, data on tens of thousands of10For example, any fallaious modes of reasoning should be exposed, a situation we term\syllogism abuse."11A philosopher of siene, Steve Fuller, has proposed three roles for someone seeking toassist resolution of a onit in a knowledge domain: Failitator, Negotiator and Arbitrator[14℄. Our proposed system ould potentially assist in all three of these roles.12Although, in Britain, siene probably fell o� the pedestal in the ourse of the BSE-CJDdebate. 9



hemials and sores of experiments may be relevant, far more than even themost expert human an reasonably deal with. Suh a system would also beable to manage the interations between the various omponents and issuesunder debate, allowing updated evidene to be applied onsistently, and allowingthe running of \what if" senarios (e�etively, a form of sensitivity analysis).Thus, suh systems ould support environmental and health-safety agenies inidentifying and modeling hemial and tehnologial risks, and in developingappropriate regulatory responses. Made publily available, suh systems ouldalso be used by ordinary people (not those involved in the regulatory proess) todeide the issues for themselves, by personally judging the relevant argumentspresented in the Agora.A related issue here is arguing from authority. Traditionally, logiians andphilosophers have treated arguments from authority | for instane, saying thathomosexuality should be outlawed beause the Bible says so13 | as fallaies.However, Charles Willard [52℄, without wanting to argue for the validity of ar-guments like the homosexuality/Bible one, argues that life and its problems arenow so omplex that even experts are non-experts outside their own sphere.Consequently, all of us must, at times, aept arguments on grounds of author-ity. As an everyday example, most people do this unthinkingly with mediine,sine they are usually happy to aept a dotor's opinion rather than asking tosee the original medial researh papers whih support the hoie of partiulartreatments. As a result, Willard argues, a key task we all fae is that of judgingexperts. The risk agora system ould also help us judge an expert in a partiularrisk domain on the basis of the arguments s/he presents in the system.To implement the ideas presented here for a risk agora in an intelligent om-puter system will require advanes in the relevant arti�ial intelligene tehnolo-gies. To this end, we have reently proposed a high-level arhiteture for suhomputer systems [29, 36℄, and have formalised an argumentation system forhandling dialogues between two disputants [1℄. We believe this formalizationan be generalised and adopted as the mehanism underlying the risk agora,and we are pursuing this line of researh. It is important to restate, however,that we see suh systems as supporting, not replaing, human deision-making.Were they to be used by risk assessment agenies for poliy development, thenappropriate safeguards, aountabilities and appeal proesses would need to beestablished to ensure that deisions were not delegated to mahines.The fat that all of us are potentially impated by environmental and healthhazards means that we all should have a role in determining appropriate re-sponses to them. This means that publi poliy in risk domains must be trans-parent and aountable, whih means, in turn, that all of us should have aessto, and understanding of, the sienti� onlusions underpinning publi poliydeisions. The extent that suh onlusions depend upon subjetive analysisand interpretation by sientists and poliy-makers, and the extent they involveassumptions, modes of inferene or onlusions that are ontested by other si-13This argument is, of ourse, doubly questionable, sine �nding suh an argument in theBible in the �rst plae requires some fairly areful interpretation.10
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